Electrical impedance tomography is an imaging method, with which volumetric images of conductivity are produced by injecting electrical current and measuring boundary voltages. It has the potential to become a portable non-invasive medical imaging technique. Until now, most implementations have neglected anisotropy even though human tissues like bone, muscle and brain white matter are markedly anisotropic. The recovery of an anisotropic conductivity tensor is uniquely determined by boundary measurements only up to a diffeomorphism that fixes the boundary. Nevertheless, uniqueness can be restored by providing information about the diffeomorphism. There are uniqueness results for two constraints: one eigenvalue and a multiple scalar of a general tensor. A useable constraint for medical applications is when the eigenvectors of the underlying tissue are known, which can be approximated from MRI or estimated from DT-MRI, although the eigenvalues are unknown. However there is no known theoretical result guaranteeing uniqueness for this constraint. In fact, only a few previous inversion studies have attempted to recover one or more eigenvalues assuming certain symmetries while ignoring nonuniqueness. In this work, the aim was to undertake a numerical study of the feasibility of the recovery of a piecewise linear finite element conductivity tensor in anisotropic media with known eigenvectors from the complete boundary data. The work suggests that uniqueness holds for this constraint, in addition to proposing a methodology for the incorporation of this prior for general conductivity tensors. This was carried out by performing an analysis of the Jacobian rank and by reconstructing four conductivity distributions: two diagonal tensors whose eigenvalues were linear and sinusoidal functions, and two general tensors whose eigenvectors resembled physiological tissue, one with eigenvectors spherically orientated like a spherical layered structure, and a sample of DT-MRI data of brain white matter. The Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues was full-rank and it was possible to recover three eigenvalues for the four simulated distributions. This encourages further theoretical study of the uniqueness for this constraint and supports the use of this as a relevant usable method for medical applications.
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Introduction

General background
Different materials have dissimilar electrical conductivity; therefore, conductivity can be exploited to provide a volume map that differentiates materials of different electrical properties; for example, for localizing liquid in the lung and cerebral blood volume changes during brain function [23] . In electrical impedance tomography (EIT), the aim is to recover the conductivity inside an object by injecting electrical current and measuring voltage on the boundary. EIT for medical applications has been successfully applied to image gastric emptying [35] , gastric acid secretion, and lung ventilation [4, 7, 36] . Among others, a possible application is imaging brain functional activity [23] where local changes of conductivity are related to regional cerebral blood volume changes during normal brain activity, acute ischemia and hemorrhage [41] , or cell swelling in epilepsy [17] . While it is well known that human tissues such as bone, muscle and brain white matter are anisotropic, implementations have hitherto neglected anisotropy.
Few studies have attempted to quantify the significance of modelling anisotropy using computer simulated data for medical applications. The effect of muscle tissue anisotropy on the absolute reconstruction for heart EIT has been studied by providing information about the tissue boundaries, obtained from MRI, and the anisotropic structure of muscle, which was assumed to have cylindrical symmetry and a conductivity ratio tangential:normal to the muscle of 4.3:1, in 2D and 3D [19, 20] . However, myocardium anisotropy was not modelled. In 3D, muscle anisotropy resulted in a shunting effect of the currents which influenced the measurements and reconstructed conductivity; however, this effect did not predominate over other modelling inaccuracies. The conductivity values tangential and normal to the muscle were reconstructed assuming that the conductivity was constant for each tissue.
High resolution finite element models have been used to analyse the influence of white matter and skull anisotropy on the electrical electroencephalogram (EEG) forward solution and inverse source localization [49, 50] . Skull anisotropy was modelled with a conductivity ratio parallel:normal to the skull surface from isotropic up to 10:1. White matter anisotropy was estimated from diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI), where water selfdiffusion diffusion and conductivity tensors share eigenvectors and eigenvalues are linearly related at low frequencies, as given by the cross-property relation. However, while there is a strong linear relation across different tissue types, white and gray matter, the linear relation is not that well defined within the same tissue [46, 47] . Thus, most studies have assumed eigenvectors to be known and set different eigenvalue ratios [50] and/or the mean eigenvalues to be scaled to equal the reported isotropic values in the literature [27] . Avoiding correction for anisotropy of both white matter and skull led to errors of about 10% on the EEG forward solution and was significantly relevant for inverse source localization with localization errors of up to 18 mm [49, 50] .
The influence of neglecting anisotropy on the forward and linear inverse solutions for brain function EIT has been studied using a finite element four-shell model of the head, scalp, skull, CSF and brain where the scalp (containing muscle tissue), skull and brain white matter were modelled as anisotropic based on DT-MRI and structural information [1] . A preferred direction of current flow tangential to the scalp and skull surfaces and along white matter fibres was evident in the current density map. Neglecting anisotropy led to an up to 50% error in the boundary voltages and up to 24 mm in localization error on linear reconstruction of inclusions deep in the brain. Linear reconstruction of a multiple scalar to a known anisotropic conductivity tensor, from difference data, led to a significant improvement in the localization error and to a reduction of spurious artefacts. It is likely to be a more significant influence for absolute imaging.
Anisotropy is present in geological material due to rock fractures and layering and anisotropic inversion has been considered for borehole electrical resistance tomography. While non-uniqueness has not been analysed, a strategy for anisotropic inversion has been to impose regularization and a priori information and to compare results with an equivalent isotropic assumption [38] . Regularization was enforced by both spatial regularization and penalization of anisotropy where Lagrangian multipliers controlling these penalizations were found by inspection of reconstructed images. Results were improved compared to assuming isotropic media but conductivities and anisotropy were underestimated. Real applications took advantage of layered-type of anisotropy that reduced the inversion to the recovery of two eigenvalues and one of three Euler rotation angles. Reconstructed anisotropic values ranged from 0 to 300% where measures of anisotropy using seismic tomograms were up to 35% [22] . Following this strategy and assuming that directions of anisotropy coincided with the Cartesian coordinates system improved results with respect to an isotropic assumption [13] and was employed for assessing the safety of subsurfaces beneath a 25 storey building aiming at identifying empty cavities and water regions [26] .
Anisotropy has been used to compensate for an unknown boundary in optical tomography [21] and in EIT [30] .
Theoretical background
The field distribution is modelled by combining Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism that for the quasi-static approximation lead to the generalized Laplace equation in an anisotropic medium
where ∂ i = ∂/∂x i , and the conductivity σ is a positive definite symmetric 2-rank tensor,
with six independent coefficients. Thus, a voltage change in the j th direction yields a current density J which need not be parallel to the applied field as given by
A weak formulation of the generalized Laplace equation is given by
where n is the unit outwards normal to the domain surface ∂ , dr and dS are the volume and surface differentials, and u, w belong to the Hilbert space H 1 ( ) [9] . Boundary conditions for EIT that model the injected current at the boundary are based on the continuum Neumann condition [10] 
A realistic model accounts for the electrode contact impedance [39, 44] . In practice, one injects electrical current (Neumann data) and measures voltage (Dirichlet data) at the boundary, where the measured voltage depends on the conductivity everywhere in the domain; therefore, all the information one possesses about the conductivity is given by the current-to-voltage map known as the Neumann-to-Dirichlet (NtD) map, R σ , defined as
Calderón [24] proposed the inverse problem of determining under what conditions σ can be uniquely recovered from the NtD map. A number of authors have proved uniqueness of the isotropic inverse conductivity problem under various assumptions [28, 29, 45] . Nevertheless, anisotropic conductivities cannot be uniquely determined by boundary voltages [32] (see [8, 25] for reviews on uniqueness results). In an anisotropic medium, the NtD map determines the conductivity tensor σ uniquely up to a diffeomorphism, a smooth and invertible transformation, that fixes the boundary. Non-uniqueness can be explained by the non-injectivity of this map: two different conductivities related under a diffeomorphism that fixes the boundary yield the same boundary voltage [48] .
At least in the case when anisotropic conductivity is analytic (that is smooth with a convergent Taylor series), conductivities related by a diffeomorphism that fixes points on the boundary are the ones that lead to the same NtD map [31, 32] . It is conjectured that this result holds for less smooth conductivities, and when this result is valid selecting a diffeomorphism, or equivalently selecting an embedding in Euclidean space, determines the conductivity uniquely. Uniqueness is also known independent of this conjecture for certain constrained cases: recovery of one eigenvalue [28, 29] , where eigenvectors and two of the three eigenvalues are known; a scalar multiple of a known tensor [33] , extended to a multiple function in [5, 18] , where eigenvalue ratios and eigenvectors are known. This idea was used for the recovery in the brain of a scalar multiple of a known tensor estimated from DT-MRI [1] .
Recovery of anisotropic conductivity can be understood in the theoretical framework as the EIT problem being equivalent to the recovery of a Riemannian metric in a manifold from the NtD map [33] , which relates the conductivity with the metric of the manifold. Given two metrics related by a diffeomorphism that fixes points on the boundary, the metric can be determined in two steps [48] : (i) determining the abstract Riemannian manifold, i.e. with the metric that corresponds to the conductivity and (ii) selecting an appropriate embedding of the abstract manifold in R 3 . While step (ii) is not uniquely defined, providing extra information can make the solution unique.
Further insights into uniqueness of the discrete EIT problem solution can be gained from the inverse problem for resistor networks. The finite element formulation for piecewise linear voltage and constant conductivity of the EIT forward problem is equivalent to the resistor network problem, for which the conductance for resistors placed on the mesh edges can be expressed in terms of the element conductivity [11, 15, 34] .
Analysis of the data sensitivity with respect to the unknowns via singular value decomposition has been found to be an effective way to explore the feasibility of an inverse problem [37] . Using this approach, a numerical study of the non-uniqueness for the finite element case suggested that fixing the mesh selected a preferred local coordinate system, which would lead to a unique but meaningless solution [3] . First, the non-injectivity of the NtD map and the equivalence between choosing the mesh and selecting a diffeomorphism (local coordinates) were tested. Then, for piecewise constant conductivity for which the sensitivity matrix had a number of unknowns equal to six times the number of finite elements, it was found that in a fixed tetrahedral mesh it was feasible to recover between one and three times the number of finite elements [3] . While in the continuous case, fixing the mesh would be expected to enable recovery of the complete conductivity tensor, there is no theoretical explanation for piecewise constant conductivity. For a finite element mesh, fixing the position of vertices selects one of the many possible diffeomorphisms; however, the mesh structure contains information that relates finite elements and vertices which is not arbitrary, where rules exist that relate the number of vertices, elements and edges for tetrahedral meshes [16] . Since for the evaluated meshes there were more elements than vertices and elements are related by fixed rules, this could explain why it was not possible to obtain more degrees of freedom than three times the number of elements; nevertheless, this was assessed for particular canonical geometries and coarse linear tetrahedral meshes, and results are likely to differ depending on the mesh properties and geometry.
In addition, the existence of local orthogonal coordinates on 3D Riemannian manifolds provides a coordinate system for which the metric is diagonal in all points of the manifold [14] , and so the metric can be diagonalized by providing the local coordinate system. It is not clear what hypotheses are necessary for the local orthogonal coordinates to be extended to a global orthogonal coordinate system, although being topologically a ball is clearly necessary. This does not mean perhaps surprisingly that the case of a diagonalizable (by smooth change of coordinates) conductivity is a fairly generated assumption for a simply connected domain in R 3 .
Objective and design
A usable constraint for medical applications is that the eigenvectors of the underlying tissue are known, yet eigenvalues are unknown. However, there is no theoretical uniqueness result for this constraint.
In this paper, we study the problem of the recovery of a piecewise linear conductivity tensor with known eigenvectors from the complete NtD map, using a numerical approach. The forward problem was modelled using a finite element approach with a nodal basis for the conductivity on a tetrahedral mesh which is a modification of the validated solution [2] for anisotropic piecewise constant conductivity and an extension of the 3D-EIDORS MATLAB toolkit for isotropic media [40] . The feasibility of this constraint was studied by a rank analysis of the Jacobian and reconstruction of a polynomial and smooth functions for the eigenvalues. This suggests that the underlying inverse problem is unique. It was verified that the Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues was full-rank, from which one could infer that the problem is well conditioned. In addition to this, it was shown that the maximum rank of the Jacobian with respect to six conductivity coefficients is given by the number of edges in the finite element mesh. Recovery of simulated conductivity tensors with known eigenvectors was performed for diagonal and general tensors with two subgoals: the recovery of three smooth eigenvalues for a diagonal tensor that would suggest theoretical uniqueness, and the recovery of eigenvalues for a general tensor distribution that resembled physiological tissue.
Four conductivity tensors were reconstructed: two diagonal tensors with linear and sinusoidal eigenvalues, and two general tensors, one whose eigenvectors were spherically orientated which resembled a layered tissue like the skull, and a DT-MRI sample of brain white matter. The inversion was performed by implementing a Gauss-Newton method with linear search.
Methods
Forward solution
2.1.1. Finite element formulation. Let φ be piecewise linear shape basis functions defined on a tetrahedral mesh such that φ i = 1 at the ith node and zero at other nodes, with i = 1, . . . , N where N is the number of vertices in the mesh. Both the voltage and the conductivity were spanned in terms of φ as
By substituting the test function v = φ i , u (7), and (5) into (4), then
where S ∈ R N×N is the system matrix and
N×M is a matrix whose columns are the Neumann data, with ∂ the boundary, \ ∂ the interior, and M the number of current injections. Taking into account that gradients ∂ l φ (k) i are constant in an element k and conductivities spanned by (7), S was computed as
where
lm is the average of the nodal values σ s(k) lm of the kth element, and the integral of a shape function over an element is
where V k is the volume of the kth element.
Uniqueness for the Neumann boundary value problem was ensured by the additional condition
where C ∈ R 1×N . (Note that the uniqueness condition (11) is usually imposed by integration over the boundary as ∂ dr u.) This yielded a linear system
. Let us define an operator S σ : u| → I | ∂ such that solution to the linear system (12) can be represented by
Current and measurement protocol.
Let N b be the number of boundary vertices in the mesh, as the kernel of the voltage-to-current map is a vector of constant elements, there is a basis composed of N b − 1 linearly independent vectors e i that are perpendicular to ones
From this basis
, where e i ∈ R N b . The measurement protocol was the same as the injection protocol. Using the basis I| ∂ (14) , the j th measurement for the ith-current injection can be written in terms of a measurement protocol operator M ij : u| → u| ∂ that maps a voltage u i (13) , which solves the forward problem for an injected current e i , to a measurement R ij as
which projects boundary voltages onto the protocol basis. This provided the complete NtD map. Considering that there are N b − 1 independent current injections and taking symmetry into account, the number of independent measurements is (N b − 1)(N b − 2)/2. We remark that for the simulations N 2 b data measurements were considered, by injecting and measuring everywhere on the boundary.
Eigenvalue decomposition of the conductivity tensor.
As previously mentioned, there is a local coordinate system on 3D Riemannian manifolds in which the metric is diagonal [14] . Besides, conductivities are equivalent to metrics (for dimensions larger or equal to three) [33, 48] . We assume that local coordinates can be extended to global coordinates such that conductivity can be diagonalized for every point in the domain. Diagonalization can be defined using the eigenvalue decomposition by an orthonormal transformation E A : σ → σ in , that maps conductivity in local coordinates, D, to conductivity in global coordinates, σ , as 
Inverse problem
We are interested in the recovery of the conductivity tensor σ (r) in with known eigenvectors from the complete NtD map, which is equivalent to the recovery of three eigenvalues d 3 (r) ). Thus, we define the inverse problem as finding three eigenvalues D that minimizes a least squares functional misfit of the 'measured' data g (here computer simulated boundary voltage) and the model data (17):
where eigenvectors A (16) are known. Minimization of (18) via a gradient-based approach requires the calculation of the gradient of the cost functional L with respect to the eigenvalues
) is the gradient of the forward operator, the so-called Jacobian.
Jacobian
Let d δσ F ij be the directional derivative of the forward operator F ij on the direction δσ
grad σ F ij are the rows of the Jacobian matrix J. The Jacobian J = ∂R/∂σ can be understood as a matrix of the sensitivity of a measurement R to a change of conductivity σ , where measurements are ordered in rows and conductivity coefficients in columns. The directional derivative (20) [8, 40] is extended for anisotropic conductivity as
given by the product of current and measurement (adjoint) fields, where u is the forward solution and u * the adjoint forward solution which is obtained by considering the measurement points as current injection points.
Three types of Jacobian have been derived from (21): a Jacobian for piecewise linear conductivity with respect to eigenvalues which are the diagonal elements for diagonal conductivity (J I ), a Jacobian for piecewise linear conductivity with respect to three eigenvalues where eigenvectors are known (J I I ), and a Jacobian for piecewise constant conductivity with respect to all the conductivity elements (J I I I ).
Jacobian with respect to diagonal elements for diagonal conductivity.
We derive first the Jacobian with respect to all conductivity coefficients. The Jacobian with respect to the conductivity coefficient σ s lm at the node s is obtained by substitution of the nodal basis (7) in (21) and integration over the elements that contain this node:
for l, m = 1, 2, 3. The Jacobian with respect to diagonal elements for diagonal conductivity is then
Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues. The Jacobian with respect to the eigenvalue D (s)
rr at the node s is calculated by applying the eigenvalue decomposition (16) and nodal basis (7) to the conductivity in (21):
where eigenvectors a r , for r = 1, 2, 3, are known and
Jacobian for piecewise constant conductivity.
We show in appendix A the calculation of the Jacobian for anisotropic piecewise constant conductivity, J I I I , where the forward solution was validated in [2] against an analytical solution and the Jacobian was used for the complete electrode model in [3] , yet in those publications an explicit derivation was not provided. Note that this Jacobian was only used in this work for the rank analysis and that the rest of the paper is based on a finite element formulation for piecewise linear conductivity.
Implementation of the reconstruction algorithm
Three eigenvalues d r ∈ R N , for r = 1, 2, 3, with
, were recovered by minimization of (18) via a gradient-based approach that provided an update at step k + 1
where p was the Gauss-Newton search direction
and α was the step size solved by using a line search strategy based on a sufficient decrease condition and by first bracketing the minimum and then by performing a quadratic interpolation step [36] , and the initial estimate was constant.
Reconstruction for diagonal conductivity was performed by using the Jacobian J I (23) and for general conductivity tensors by using the Jacobian J I I (24).
Rank analysis
The aim of the rank analysis was two-fold: to test that the Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues with known eigenvectors was full-rank, and obtain the maximum rank of the Jacobian with respect to six independent conductivity coefficients, which would provide the maximum number of degrees of freedom for the finite element discretization. Rank was approximated by a jump-discontinuity in the singular values such that zero singular values were of the order of the floating point accuracy. Singular values have been plotted on a logarithmic scale where zero singular values are not shown. In addition, for determination of the rank, singular values were accepted as nonzero when they decayed smoothly and not more than five orders of magnitude. In fact, the numerical rank estimated by this procedure can be compared to the maximum possible rank for the finite element discretization as explained below.
Thus, full-rank suggests well-conditioning of the underlying problem such that unknowns are uniquely determined by the data, and the rank of a rank-deficient Jacobian provides the number of unknowns that can be recovered from the data.
Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues.
We verified that the rank of the Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues J I (23) was full-rank, using linear nodal basis functions for the conductivity (number of unknowns equal to three times the number of vertices in the mesh).
Jacobian with respect to six conductivity coefficients.
We verified that the maximum rank of the Jacobian with respect to six conductivity coefficients J I I I (A.3) for piecewise constant conductivity is given by the number of edges in the mesh. This is done based on the fact that the maximum rank of the Jacobian or the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the inverse problem cannot exceed the number of DOF of the forward problem given by the DOF of the system matrix.
For piecewise constant conductivity, there is an equivalence between EIT and a resistor network problem, for which replacing edges by resistors and solving the equivalent resistor mesh the system matrix is equivalent to the finite element one [11, 12, 34] . In this case, the number of degrees of freedom of the system matrix is given by the number of edges in the finite element mesh, which is related to the number of nonzeros in the system matrix.
Let us consider the entry S ij to the system matrix S (A.2) corresponding to the nodes i and j , which is given by the sum of the contributions ∇φ
j over neighbouring elements sharing the edge i−j , such that zeros in the system are given when nodes are not connected or in the case of a specific mesh for which the sum of these contributions are 0.
Thus, given a conductivity tensor σ , the number of degrees of freedom of S is restricted by the number of entries S ij , for i = j , which are not 0, where the maximum is the number of edges in the mesh. Therefore, taking into account that the system matrix is symmetric, the number of DOF in the system matrix can be estimated by the number of nonzeros in the upper triangular submatrix of the system matrix:
where nz(S) is the number of nonzeros in the system matrix, N is the number of vertices in the mesh which accounts for the diagonal elements in the system matrix, ne is the number of edges in the mesh, and nm is the number of independent measurements. That is, for a sufficiently large number of independent measurements the rank of the Jacobian is given by the DOF of the system matrix, where the DOF of the system matrix is less than or equal to the number of edges in the mesh where the equality is attained for a general conductivity tensor for which entries S ij are nonzero for neighbouring vertices.
Simulated conductivity distributions
Diagonal tensors. Diagonal tensors,
, were simulated by defining three functions d i = d i (r) and sampling them at nodal positions in a solid sphere.
• Model 1. A linear distribution with figure 1(a) ). figure 1(b) ).
General tensors
• Model 3. A spherical layer structure was modelled by defining eigenvectors in local spherical coordinates where eigenvalues in the radial direction had smaller value than in tangential directions, using the eigenvalue decomposition (16) . Defining a change of coordinates from local coordinates
, at each node of the mesh, eigenvectors were defined as
where a θ = ∂x/∂θ , and so on, and eigenvectors were normalized. In fact, this model presented a singularity in the origin which was avoided as there was not a node at the origin. Eigenvalues were defined such that the eigenvalue ratio tangential:normal to the surface of the sphere was larger than 1 and decreased exponentially with the radius, with the trace constrained to 3, D = 3D/trace(D) andD = diag(2, 2, 1 + exp(−2ρ 2 )) ( figure 1(c) ).
• Model 4. Diffusion tensors and eigenvectors were estimated from diffusion weighted magnetic resonance images using a least squares fitting [6] . Tensor coefficients were interpolated at nodal positions in a finite element mesh for a cubical domain. The DT-MRI comprised of 8 × 8 × 8 voxels of 2 mm resolution in a white matter region of the brain ( figure 1(d) ). The data was selected from the IXI dataset (http://www.brain-development.org/) [42] .
Tetrahedral finite element meshes for several geometrical domains, two meshes for a spherical domain (148 elements and 60 vertices; 807 elements and 205 vertices) and two meshes for a cubical domain (384 elements and 125 vertices; 495 elements and 142 vertices), were created with NETGEN [43] .
Results
Rank analysis
For piecewise linear conductivity, the Jacobian J I ∈ R Table 1 . Mesh parameters and rank results (same results as in figures 3(a) and (b)) for the Jacobian J I I I (A.3) with respect to all conductivity coefficients, for piecewise constant conductivity, where
b is the number of data, N b is the number of boundary vertices, N e is the number of tetrahedral finite elements, N is the number of vertices in the mesh, ne is the number of edges in the mesh, DOF(S) is the number of degrees of freedom (27) of the system matrix S (A.2), and geom. is the geometry of the domain. 
Recovery of eigenvalues
Objective function (18) and the relative solution error norm are given for all simulations. The recovery of two diagonal tensors whose diagonal elements were linear and sinusoidal functions (models 1 and 2) and the recovery of eigenvalues for general tensors (models 3 and 4) was possible for all cases (figure 4). Images were visualized using the MayaVi Data Visualizer (http://mayavi.sourceforge.net/).
Discussion
We have investigated numerically the possibility of the recovery of a piecewise linear finite element conductivity tensor with known eigenvectors from the complete NtD map, using nodal basis functions on a tetrahedral mesh. The Jacobian with respect to three eigenvalues (number of unknowns equal to three times the number of nodes in the mesh) was full-rank. In addition, we verified that the Jacobian with respect to the six conductivity coefficients, for piecewise constant conductivity (number of unknowns equal to six times the number of finite elements), had a maximum rank given by the number of edges in the mesh. Rank analysis of the Jacobian and the recovery of three smooth eigenvalues for the finite element meshes that we have seen provides numerical evidence supporting uniqueness of solution for this discretization. In fact we have not found any evidence of non-uniqueness for these cases. Reconstruction of a general tensor with known eigenvectors shows the possibility of modelling distributions that resemble physiological tissue: a tensor whose eigenvectors were spherically orientated similar to a layered tissue such as the skull, and a diffusion tensor estimated from a DT-MRI detail of brain white matter.
As the aim was to study the numerical feasibility of recovering three eigenvalues from the complete data, which would suggest numerical uniqueness, few simplifications were needed. Finite element meshes were coarse because considering the completed NtD data required (N b − 1)(N b − 2)/2 independent measurements where N b is the number of boundary nodes. Besides, an 'inverse crime' was committed by using the same finite element model for simulation of boundary data and reconstruction, this led to convergence to the exact solution after a few steps with a Gauss-Newton step and a line search strategy.
Analytic conductivity is uniquely determined by boundary data up to a diffeomorphism that fixes the boundary, such that selection of a diffeomorphism yields uniqueness. However, there are no results for less smooth conductivity. In addition to this, existence of local coordinates in Riemannian manifolds provides a local coordinate system in which the metric is diagonal [14] . Assuming that the extension from local to global coordinates is possible and from the equivalence between conductivities and metrics in Riemannian manifolds (for dimensions greater or equal to 3), in this work we proposed the recovery of the conductivity tensor with known eigenvectors that provided a local coordinate system (local diffeomorphism) in which the conductivity is diagonal. This reduces the inverse problem to the recovery of three diagonal elements. Here, we have found numerical evidences supporting this conjecture for a piecewise linear discretization of the inverse problem: the Jacobian for the proposed constraint was full-rank (number of unknowns equal to three times the number of nodes in the mesh) and the recovery of three smooth eigenvalues was possible. The authors would like to acknowledge that as is often the case in inverse problems that experimental or numerical work precedes theoretical progress, these results encourage further theoretical investigation of this constraint.
For piecewise constant conductivity, it was shown in [3] that fixing the nodes in a finite element mesh selected a particular diffeomorphism, and as this would lead to a meaningless solution it was suggested to provide a meaningful diffeomorphism for the reconstruction of the conductivity tensor in a given mesh. The maximum rank of the Jacobian was between one and three times the number of finite elements, for the used linear tetrahedral meshes. In this work we verified that the maximum rank of the Jacobian is given by the number of edges in the mesh as this is the maximum number of degrees of freedom in the forward problem, which can be understood from the equivalence between EIT and the resistor network problem [11, 15, 34] . For the meshes addressed on this work, this maximum rank was larger than three times the number of vertices in the mesh, and so three eigenvalues with nodal basis were completely determined by boundary data. However, this was not the case for piecewise constant conductivity. While nodes are fixed on a given mesh, finite elements are not arbitrarily set, as given by the construction rules [16] , which can explain why the number of degrees of freedom is less than three times the number of elements. However, these results may vary depending on the mesh properties and geometry of the domain.
In conclusion, for piecewise linear conductivity with nodal basis, we have found numerical evidence supporting uniqueness of the recovery of three eigenvalues from the complete boundary data. As for physiological tensor distributions, concentric spheres could represent a layered structure like the skull or scalp as has been shown in [1] , and the DT-MRI sample was a realistic example of anisotropic tissue whose eigenvectors change smoothly through the domain. This encourages further validation to be applied to an experimental phantom with anisotropic structure for which the eigenvector orientation can be estimated.
The practical relevance of this constraint is clear for EIT of medical applications where muscle, bone tissue and white matter have a conductive preferred direction, that can be approximated from a structural imaging modality such as MRI or directly estimated with DT-MRI.
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Appendix. Finite element formulation for piecewise constant conductivity
Let ψ be piecewise constant basis functions such that ψ i is one in element i and zero in other elements, then piecewise constant conductivity is given by 1) where N e is the number of finite elements. Given piecewise linear voltage u as in (7) and piecewise constant conductivity (A.1), the system matrix is computed by taking out integral voltage gradients and conductivity, that is, Imposing the same uniqueness condition (11) on the forward problem yields the linear system (12) . For piecewise constant conductivity, the Jacobian with respect to six independent conductivity coefficients is given by 
